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ABSTRACT 
Web navigation has been the key issue for information retrieval in e-commerce. Information caching is critical for navigation 
subject to resource constraints and performance requirement. The research on caching originates from data access to computer 
memory, to database (e.g. multimedia database), to client/server architecture, and recently to Web navigation. The information 
access for caching normally is assumed the fixed size of data unit. In this research, we first generalize caching problem for Web 
navigation by considering information structures. The caching criteria also takes into account Web structure, data usage, and 
navigation patterns. The preliminary result shows the proposed dynamic caching approach, New Semantics-Based Algorithm 
(NSA), outperforms the common caching functions and can be applied to broader application domains. Some implications and 
future directions are discussed in the conclusion.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Cache is normally deemed to be fully available in Web navigation. When the users browser the page visited before, the page is 
assumed available without the needs to download again. With the growing size of websites and number of visitors, resource 
constraints and performance requirement are taken into account for Web management. Web cache is essentially crucial for Web 
navigation. The research on Web navigation can be classified into several areas – principles of web usability [1-3], web 
personalization and recommendation to enhance the web usability [4-7], techniques to identify usage patterns [8-11], and studies 
on effectiveness and efficiency of information retrieval [12-15]. The followings are the summary of literature review on cache 
management.   
 
(1) Most commonly used traditional algorithms. In order to reduce data traffic and loading time by implementing web proxy 
cache, various cache replacement algorithms have been proposed. Least Frequently Used (LFU) Algorithm and Least 
Recently Used (LRU) algorithms, which focus on frequency and recency respectively, are two most well-known examples. 
Some algorithms combine these two to improve the cache hit rate, e.g. Least Recently Frequently used algorithm [16] and 
Segmented Least Recently Used algorithm [17].  
 
(2) Size based caching replacement algorithms. For web proxy cache, the size of the objects and pages is an important factor 
for the performance of caching algorithms. SIZE algorithm focuses on this issue and evict the largest page. There are other 
algorithms considered size and other factors. Least Recently Used – MIN (LRU-MIN) algorithm evicts page consider both 
recency and size, and size adjusted popularity aware Least Recently Used algorithm [17] takes into account size, recency 
and frequency. Another extension of SIZE algorithm is Greedy-Dual-Size algorithm, without considering frequency, 
proved better than most traditional algorithms. Its extension Greedy-Dual-Size-Frequency algorithm [19] also includes 
frequency factor. 
 
(3) Loading time based caching replacement algorithm. Another important benefit of cache is to reduce loading time for 
internet user. Latency estimated algorithm [20] aims to estimate time for server connection and data transmission and to 
minimize loading time for web users. Hybrid algorithm [23], based on latency estimation, considers aging factor counting 
time interval since last access. MIX [21] algorithm takes into account size, frequency, recency and loading time, and sets 
weights to each factor. 
 
(4) Caching replacement algorithms to predict future behavior. Instead of focusing on page eviction based on past accesses, 
some research projects estimate which cache object will be visited again in the nearest future. Taylor Series Prediction 
algorithm [22] predicts the time for a page to be visited in the nearest future by time interval between each access. Some 
approaches adopt computational intelligence, e.g. machine learning [23], to predict the page will be frequently accessed.  
 
(5) Structural aware caching replacement algorithm. Properties can be associated with Web pages to reflect the corresponding 
importance level. Least-Frequently-Internal-Request algorithm [24] assumes that the more internal requests (e.g. video, 
image, download file and links) to other pages, the more likely it will be visited. Some algorithms [25] take advantage of 
hotlist pages by keeping them in cache to optimize performance. Most of the algorithms mentioned above do not consider 
the relationship among the objects in the decision of page eviction. In reality, users surf the Internet by successively clicking 
through links on the webpages. The relationship among cache objects also influence performance matrix for cache 
algorithms. The Semantics-Aware Replacement Algorithm [26] finds popular pages from mining tools to and decides the 
page eviction based on the distance to these pages and visit frequency of the pages in cache. 
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DYNAMIC CACHING APPROACH 
The effectiveness of Web navigation is subject to the availability of cache. It is normally assumed that the cache is fully available 
that there is no need to reload the webpages already visited. In other words, the case represent the situation that cache size is 
extremely large. The other example is there is no cache at all that all pages need to be reloaded once they are visited no matter 
how many times they have been visited. Both cases above are the extreme cases that are relatively less sophisticated than the case 
of limited cache that involves decision of eviction in cache. 
 
Web cache problem is different from traditional computer cache issue from various aspects, such as data size, information 
structure, and problem objectives.  
 
(1) Data size. The size of webpages vary - information pages (e.g. pdf files; normally leave pages), portal pages (i.e. web pages 
with only hyperlinks), and hybrid pages. 
 
(2) Information structure. The structure is based on the hyperlinks among pages; it can be tree or graph in general. 
 
(3) Problem objectives. In addition to the traditional criteria (i.e. hit rate and byte hit rate), the objectives may include 
information volume, advertisement, etc.) 
 
The proposed dynamic caching is basically based on two commonly considered factors, i.e. frequency and recency, as for other 
caching methods as well. However, the concept “recency” is changed to the expectancy. We uses “popularity” to represent the 
frequency of page visit in the past and “accessibility” to reflect the potential recency for both the page is accessed in the past and 
to access in the future. In addition to recency and frequency, the Web structure is another critical factor to be considered. 
The fundamental concept is to prioritize the pages for caching on the “distance” to the currently visited page (or “current page” 
in short).  
 
(1) Past Pages. For the pages visited previously (i.e. the pages on the path from the root to the current page), the pages closer 
to the current page (i.e. more recently accessed page) the higher the priority. This is to reflect the easiness to “go back”. 
 
(2) Future Pages. For the pages to be possibly visited later (i.e. the pages that the current page possibly connects to), the pages 
closer to the current page (i.e. more accessible pages) the higher the priority. This is to reflect the accessibility in the 
navigation.  
 
(3) In the early stage of navigation, it is more likely moving forward to explore than going back. However, once the navigation 
goes deep in the website, there is higher tendency going back than moving forward.    
 
Take into account popularity (i.e. frequency), it is also important for priority setting. Intuitively, the more popular pages are more 
possibly visited.  One of the structure related properties is the connectiveness. Ibn the following, “connected” means that there 
is a path between the pages and all the pages on the path are cached already.   
 
(1) For those cached page, they are given the priority if they are connected from the current page, more closely connected, 
higher priority.  
 
(2) For those cached page, they are given the priority if they connect to the popular pages cached, more closely connected, 
higher priority.  
 
DESIGN OF EXPERIMENT 
Overview of Caching Algorithms 
When the user visits a web page, the cache algorithm will first search whether the page is in the cache. If yes, a cache hit occurs 
and the page is accessed from cache; otherwise, the algorithm will check whether there is enough space to cache the requested 
page. If no, the algorithm will follow the criterion to choose the page(s) to evict. The five algorithms, including the proposed 
dynamic caching approach, used for the experiment are discussed as follows.  
 
(1) Least Recently Used Algorithm (LRU). The algorithm evicts pages which has not been visited for the longest time. 
 
(2) Least Frequently Used Algorithm (LFU). The algorithm chooses the page that least frequently referenced in cache to evict. 
 
(3) Size Adjusted and Popularity Aware Least Recently Used Algorithm (LRU-SP) [17]. The cache memory is partitioned into 
multiple sections based on the value of (size / number of times the page has been referenced) defined as ratio T. The pages 
in each section are queued based on the LRU algorithm. When the user visits the web page, the LRU-SP algorithm checks 
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whether the page is inside cache memory or not. If yes, firstly increase the number of times it has been visited by 1. The 
page will be shifted to different section based on the updated ratio T until it is evicted from the section that has the largest 
ratio T in LRU order. 
 
(4) Semantics-Aware Replacement Algorithm (SACS) [26]. The algorithm considers the structure of the web site and a list of 
frequently visited pages. It assumes if a page is closer to those popular pages, it is more likely to be visited in the future. It 
first compare how far the cached pages to those popular pages in depth value (i.e. the shortest distance in between). The 
page with larger depth value will be evicted first. For the same depth value, the page are less frequently accessed is evicted 
first. 
 
(5) Dynamic Caching Approach - New Semantics-Based Algorithm (NSA). The algorithm considers the structure of the 
website and assume if the cached page is closer to the currently visited page, it will be more likely to be visited later. The 
pages with the same distance from the currently visited page, the less frequently visited page will be evicted first. 
 
Dynamic Caching Approach - New Semantics-Based Algorithm (NSA) 
The major difference between SACS approach and the proposed NSA approach is SACS focuses on the distance between the 
cached pages to "popular" pages and NSA also considers the distance between the currently visited page and the cached pages. 
The algorithm keeps track of access frequency and size of each page cached, the size of remaining cache available, hit rate and 
byte hit rate, etc. 
 
Upon receiving a new request for page access, beside book-keeping update, the algorithm first checks whether the page is in the 
cache. If yes, a cache hit occurs; otherwise, the algorithm will check there is enough space to cache the page. If no, the algorithm 
will follow the criterion to choose the page(s) to evict. Since user navigate the website page by page following the hyperlinks 
structure, the pages cached closer to the current page visited are more likely accessed later. The algorithm will evict the page 
with longest distance from the current page. If there are more than one candidate, then evict the one with lowest frequency. The 
eviction process continues till there is enough memory for the newly accessed page. The algorithm is shown in Figure 1.  
 
 
Figure 1: The eviction algorithm 
 
System Design 
An offline simulation platform is developed in C++ and DEV-C++ version 5.11 to simulate the how the five algorithms 
mentioned earlier work. Algorithm selection and cache size setting are flexible. Access log file and website structure serve as the 
main input information to simulate cache system, eviction process, and performance evaluation. The structure of simulation 
system is shown in Figure 2. 
 
 
Figure 2: Structure of Simulation System 
 
The performance metrics concerned in the simulation are hit rate and byte hit rate. Hit rate represents the percentage of the total 
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requests are handled by cache; byte hit rate measures the number of bytes that transferred from cache as a percentage of total 
number of bytes of all the requests. These metrics are widely used in various cache replacement algorithms for the comparison 
of performance. Invalid user access or inaccessible objects, which would have resulted in cache misses, are actually not taken 
into account for hit ratio or byte hit ratio calculation, which will not affect the accuracy and the reliability of the simulation result. 
Please refer to Appendix for the detail. 
 
Experiment Data 
The input data for the simulation contains two sections: the website structure file which displays the structure of the source 
website and the access log file which contains user access history. The source website for simulation is from an education 
institute in Hong Kong (http://www.fbe.hku.hk), which contains 29,645 web objects and approximately 900,000 links among the 
nodes. Besides the structure information, the structure file also covers the size of each nodes as well as their loading time.  
 
The access log file includes all user access logs from March 20th to March 27th, 2016. The log file contains 51,995 user accesses 
made over that period of time and each entry has user information including IP address of user, time when user made the request, 
users’ target URL and other information as well. To improve the effectiveness and efficiency of simulation, the system generates 
a standardized input with all the essential information for simulation, including user IP-address, the time of the request, object 
id which user requests for, the loading time of the requested object and its size. Please refer to Figure 3 in Appendix about 
simulation procedure.  
 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
In this section, the simulation result comparison from the proposed dynamic caching approach (NSA) and other caching 
replacement algorithms are compared on hit rate (HR) and byte hit rate (BTR). The control group includes least frequently used 
algorithm (LFU), least recently used algorithm (LRU), the size-adjusted and popularity-aware least recently use algorithm 
(LRU-SP) [17], and semantics-aware replacement algorithm (SACS) [26]. 
 
Comparison with LRU and LFU 
  
Figure 3: Comparison between proposed approach and LRU/LFU 
 
Figure 3 shows the LRU algorithm performs not as well as others. The possible explanation is that the popular pages lead to the 
higher importance for frequency than recency. Though the proposed NAS algorithm has a better performance in BR but does not 
show a significant improvement for BHR, which is possibly due to few large size files with high frequency.  
 
Comparison with LRU-SP 
 
   
Figure 4: Comparison between proposed approach and LRU-SP 
 
Though LRU-SP algorithm take into account both frequency and recency, it does not consider the relationship among pages. The 
proposed NSA algorithm outperform in both BR and HBR as shown in Figure 4.  
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Comparison with SACS 
 
 
Figure 5: Comparison between proposed approach and SACS 
 
In comparison with SACS, NSA perform better for HR and the gap grows with the increase in cache size. However, there is no 
significant difference for BHR as shown in Figure 5.  
 
Result Summary 
From the comparison between the proposed approach and other methods, it is found that, in general, it perform well for HR, but 
not particularly better than other for BHR. There are two possible reasons behind: (1) the proposed NSA approach is only the 
preliminary model of the overall approach described in the section “DYNAMIC CACHING APPROACH”. The further development 
will be carried for better result; and (2) the website (see Figure 6) used for the simulation has a simple navigation map which 














Figure 6: Navigation map in webpages of experiment 
 
CONCLUSION 
The study proposes a Web caching approach by taking into account the site structure which is essential for Web navigation. The 
proposed dynamic caching approach is based on both frequency and recency incorporating with site structure. The experiment 
result shows the proposed approach basically outperform the other common approaches, i.e. least frequently used algorithm 
(LFU), least recently used algorithm (LRU),  size-adjusted and popularity-aware least recently use algorithm (LRU-SP) and 
semantics-aware replacement algorithm (SACS), on both hit rate (HR) and byte hit rate (BTR). Besides the result discussed in 
the previous section, here are some findings.  
 
(1) Sensitivity. The simulation result largely depends on three types of sensitivities – structure sensitivity, data sensitivity, and 
time sensitivity. Structure sensitivity refers to the website design and organization. As shown in Figure 6, the page design 
indeed will impact on navigation. The structure issue here is correlated to usability study. Data sensitivity refers to the 
navigation patterns to reflect how users access the information on web sites. Among all the web pages, only one tenth of 
them were accessed. In addition, if the page accesses are further classified to portal pages (i.e. mostly links to other pages) 
and content pages (e.g. the documents and images), the data access might reveal different access patterns. Time sensitivity 
reveal the criticality of time window of test data. The page access is not uniformly distributed on time line. Some accesses 
follow the patterns in cycles of various lengths which might not be explicit in the simulation and experiment.   
 
(2) Cache size. The cache size is another decision factor for cache performance. There will be many internal (e.g. structure) 
and external (e.g. usage) factors to decide suitable cache size. The size should be dynamically adjusted based on needs. How 
to decide and adjust the cache size will be interesting extension.  
 
(3) Eviction Criteria. The eviction criteria discussed in the simulation is only the preliminary model. The complete model 
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takes into account both access frequency in the past and potential access in the future based on the structure to reflect the 
frequency (or popularity) issue. At the same time, both the slack time for last access and lead time for potential future access 
are considered to decide the weights to reflect the recency (or accessibility) issues. The extended model will be tested for 
data of longer time window.  
 
There are several limitations and possible future directions as follows.  
 
(1) The experiment data used in this study is from an educational institute within the time window of one week. The number 
of user access in that period of week is more than fifty thousand. However, it might not be adequate to show the general 
situation and access patterns. In addition, though the structure size of the website is not small (i.e. around thirty thousand 
pages), all pages have a navigation map at the header as shown in Figure 7. The navigation map direct the user to the 
different categories of pages. This might not be common for other websites in general. The larger size of data set should be 
considered for experiment in the future. In addition, the data mining and business analytics methods can be applied to 
explore the possible access patterns. Furthermore, the proposed approach should be applied to various types of websites to 
validate the generality.  
 
(2) The methods in the experiment for comparison were chosen as the typical examples to benchmark the performance of the 
proposed approach. There are indeed many other approaches, such as computational intelligence based method, for Web 
caching problems. The algorithm in the experiment is the preliminary model of the proposed approach. The next step is to 
fully implement the proposed approach and to include more representative approaches in the experiment for comparison.  
 
(3) The proposed method can also be extended to include the size for the decision of caching and eviction. The model also can 
be tailored for individual users or servers in conjunction with the global caching strategy. In addition, the proposed 
approach can be the applied to the navigation application, such as navigation guidance.  
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Activity Diagram of Simulation Procedure 
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